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Abstract
By minimizing in Sobolev spaces of mappings which are equivariant with respect to certain torus actions,
we construct homotopically nontrivial harmonic maps between spheres. Doing so, we can represent the
nontrivial elements of 

(S ) (n*3) and of 

(S) (n*5 odd) by harmonic maps, as well as in"nitely
many elements of 

(S) (n3). The existence proof involves equivariant regularity theory. 2001 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
MSC: 58E20
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1. Introduction and statement of results
A mapping f in
=(M,N):"u3=(M, ) : u (x)3N for almost all x3M
between two Riemannian manifoldsM andNL is called a weakly harmonic map if it is a critical
point for the energy
E(u) :"1
2 

Du  dvol

.
If f is also of class C, it is called harmonic. If N"S is a sphere, f is harmonic i!
f#Df f"0, (1.1)
0040-9383/01/$ - see front matter  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
PII: S 0 0 4 0 - 9 3 8 3 ( 9 9 ) 0 0 0 0 4 - X
where the Laplace}Beltrami operator  of M acts on each component of f. The most natural
existence problem for such mappings is the problem of "nding harmonic maps in a given homotopy
class. This question turns out to be di$cult if N contains points where sectional curvatures are
positive. The situation is far from being understood even if both M and N are spheres equipped
with the standard metric, the case to which we will restrict our considerations.
One of the usual methods to construct homotopically nontrivial harmonic maps is to impose
symmetry conditions on the solution. Such conditions sometimes reduce the harmonicity equation
to an ODE or, at least, to a low-dimensional problem. Basically, two such symmetric constructions
have been used to reduce harmonicity to an ODE, namely the harmonic join of two harmonic
eigenmaps [16, 1, 12, 3, 9, 10], and the harmonic Hopf construction for a harmonic bi-eigenmap [13,
2, 10, 11]. See [4] for a detailed exposition of these techniques. Recently, the author constructed
some harmonic joins of three eigenmaps by solving an essentially two-dimensional problem [6].
These papers result in a list of quite a few homotopy classes representable by harmonic maps.
Nevertheless, due to the fact that there are only &&few'' known examples of harmonic (bi-)
eigenmaps, the list looks rather accidental. For example, the following homotopy groups of spheres
are the only known ones for which harmonic representatives of each element have been found:
 

(S): for n"1 (trivial), n"227 [16], n"9 [3], n310, 11, 17 [6],
 

(S):

for n"328 [16], n"10 [16, 3], n312, 16 [9], n311, 18 [6],
n,6 (mod 8) [11],
 

(S):

for n"5 [16], n36, 7, 8, 13 [6],
 

(S):

for n"6 [16], n"8 [6],
 

(S):

, 

(S	):

[16].
Most of these maps are constructed as harmonic joins. In this paper we introduce another
construction of symmetric harmonic maps. The mappings constructed will be equivariant with
respect to certain group actions. ForM andN compact, andG a compact Lie group acting on both
M and N by isometries, we de"ne the space of G-equivariant Sobolev mappings
=

(M,N):"u3=(M,N) : u(gx)"gu(x) for all g3G and almost all x3M.
We now describe the idea of our construction by an example: Assume that we want to represent the
nontrivial element  of 

(S), n*3, and assume for the moment that n"2m is even. The class
 is represented by the iterated suspension of the Hopf map h


: SPS, and this map is
;(2)O(n!2) -equivariant, where the group actions are natural. In the ODE spirit mentioned
above, we would try to minimize energy in =

(S, S). It can be shown that the
minimizer is weakly harmonic and must be (up to isometries) of the form
f (x

cos t, x

sin t)"(h


(x

)cos(t), x

sin(t)),
where (x

, x

)3SL, and : [0, /2]P[0, /2] is continuous, i.e. we are looking for
a harmonic join of h


and id

. However, such a harmonic join exists only if n)8, as was shown
in [1, 12].
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Now we replace; (2)O(n!2) by a maximal torus (S). Since it turns out that this group is
slightly too small to control the topology of equivariant maps, we add a copy of 

and get the
group G :"(S)

. We let the element (e,2, e, ) of this group act as
diag(e,2 , e) diag
0

1

1

0



, 1

on S, and as
diag((!1), e, e,2 , e)
on S. Here, for brevity, we have used both real and complex coordinates. Note also that


"0, 1 is always to be read as an additive group.
This means that G acts on the spheres as a subgroup of the originally given ; (2)O(n!2). All
G-equivariant continuous maps represent , which means that our G is large enough. However,
since=

is much larger than=

, and since its elements can have more singularities, it
seems even less probable that we can "nd a continuous minimizer in=

. We want to use the fact
that, roughly speaking, the more energy that has to be concentrated in a neighborhood of
a singularity, the smaller is the probability of "nding such a singularity in a minimizing map.
Therefore, it is a good idea to change the group action in order to increase energy density. We let
each S be covered k times, i.e. we replace the action on S by the action via
diag((!1), e	, e	 ,2 , e	).
If k3 is odd, every continuous element of the new space of equivariant Sobolev maps, which we
again denote by=

, is still in . It will turn out that there is a continuous harmonic minimizer in
this class if k1.
Replacing other group actions by suitable torus actions and minimizing in the resulting
equivariant Sobolev space, we will prove the main result of this paper:
Theorem. ¹here are harmonic maps representing
(o) in,nitely many elements of 

(S): for n3,
(i) the nontrivial element of 

(S):

for n*3,
(ii) the nontrivial element of 

(S):

for n*5 odd.
Moreover, each of the classes listed in (i) and (ii) contains in,nitely many harmonic maps of arbitrarily
high energy.
Notation. By 1

and 0

we denote the identity and null nn matrices. The block diagonal matrix
composed of the quadratic matrices A

,2 , A is denoted by diag(A,2 , A).
2. Regularity of minimizing equivariant harmonic maps
As we have seen in the introduction, the crucial step in the existence proof is the smoothness and
harmonicity of an energy minimzing map in=

. In the author's paper [5], a regularity theory for
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such equivariant minimizers is developed, very much along the lines of the regularity theory for
minimizers in= from [14, 7]. This regularity theory enables us to discuss our problem rather
easily. First of all, by the direct method of the Calculus of Variations and Theorem 1.1 from [5], we
have (assuming now and in the sequel that M, N are compact Riemannian manifolds, and
G a compact Lie group acting isometrically on M and N)
Theorem 2.1. If =

(M,N)O, there is a weakly harmonic minimizer f of E in =

(M,N), and
every minimizer is weakly harmonic. In particular, if f is continuous, it is a smooth harmonic map.
To discuss regularity, we have to study the behavior of f near a singularity. This behavior can be
described in terms of maps from certain slices de"ned by the group action. To do so, we "rst recall
the well-known
Theorem 2.2 (Slice theorem [8]). ¸et x3M, 	 (Gx) the normal bundle of the orbit Gx in ¹M. G acts
on 	(Gx) by di+erentials. ¹hen the exponential map equivariantly and di+eomorphically maps a small
disk bundle of 	 (Gx) onto a tubular neighborhood of Gx in M.
We call a "ber of 	(Gx), equipped with the natural action of the isotropy group G


, a slice
representation of (M, G). Now we de"ne a certain set of representations associated with (M, G).
De5nition 2.3. Let
D

(M, G) :"(, G


): (, G


) is a slice representation
for some x3M
and then for j3,
D

(M, G) :"(,H): (, idH) is a slice representation
for some x in a representation (I ,HI )3D

(M, G).
Finally we write
D(M, G) :"

*
D

(M, G).
and identify conjugate elements. Then D (M, G) is "nite.
Let x3M be given, together with its slice representation (, G


)3D

(M, G). For any
f3=

(M,N) we consider the family (u)() of mappings in =

(B,N) de"ned by
u() :"f (exp
()) for almost all 3B. If for some sequence W0 the u

converge weakly in
= to u, we call u a tangent map of f. In [5] it was shown that if fminimizes energy in=

, weak
convergence of (u

) always implies convergence in=, and u is a radially constant minimizer of
energy under all maps in=


(B,N) having the same boundary trace. If it is also continuous on
B0, we call such a map a G


-minimizing tangent map. For (,H)3D

(M, G), j'0, we de"ne
H-minimizing tangent maps of f analogously, replacing f by the restriction of some tangent map uJ :
BIPN to the sphere SI , where (I ,HI )3D

(M, G). 
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Now we can cite the regularity theorem from [5] (proved there for p-harmonic maps).
Theorem 2.4. Each f which minimizes E in =

(M,N) is smooth outside a closed set sing( f ) of
Hausdor+ dimension)dimM!3. Moreover, the Hausdor+ dimension is)dimM!q!1, if for
3)d)q the following condition holds:
00Condition d'': For each (,H)3D(M, G), every H-minimizing tangent map u3=

(B0,N)
(of f ) is constant.
In particular, if 00condition d11 holds for 3)d)dimM, then f is a smooth harmonic map MPN.
3. Some energy estimates
The tool we will use to show nonexistence of nonconstantH-minimizing tangent maps is to "nd
estimates for their energy from below and above.
Lemma 3.1. ¸et u :B0PS be an H-minimizing tangent map and u(B0)-S0. ¹hen
E(uN )
(d!2)
8


where uN :"u

and 

:"H(S).
Proof. The arguments follow [15, Theorem 2.4]. The variation u (x) :"(1!(x) u (x),  (x))
is admissible for allH-invariant 3C

(B), since it isH-equivariant. Because of the minimality of u,
the second variation of energy must be nonnegative. We get the stability inequality


[D!Du]dL*0 (3.1)
for all 3C

(B) which are H-invariant. Choosing (x)"J (x) we get



rJ (r)!rJ (r)

DuN dHdr*0. (3.2)
From [15] we have
inf
	J  



rJ (r)dr



rJ (r) dr
"(d!2)
4
(3.3)
which we insert into Eq. (3.2) to prove the lemma. 
The following lemma gives energy estimates from below. D

denotes the partial total derivative
with respect to the x

-variables, DI w.r.t. the xJ -variables, etc. We always assume K'1. All
constants depend on the dimensions d, l, and m only.
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Lemma 3.2. (i) ¹here is a constant c

'0, such that whenever u"(u

, uJ ) : SPSL is of
class C= and satis,es
u

(!x

, xJ )"!u

(x

, xJ )
DI uJ (x) *KuJ (x)
xJ 
for almost all x"(x

, xJ )3SL, then we have the estimate
E(u)*c

K.
(ii) ¹here is a constant c

'0, such that whenever u"(u

, u

, uJ ) : SlPSlLl is
of class C= and satis,es
u

(x

, x

, xJ )"!u

(x

, x

, xJ )
D

u

(x) *K u(x) 
x


D

u

(x) *K u(x) 
x


DI uJ (x) *KuJ (x) 
xJ 
for almost all x"(x

, x

, xJ )3SlLll, then we have the estimate
E(u)*c

K.
(iii) ¹here is a constant c

'0, such that whenever u"(u

, u

, uJ ): SPSL is of
class C= and satis,es
(u

, u

) (!x

, x

, xJ )"(!u

, u

) (x

, x

, xJ )
(u

, u

) (x

,!x

, xJ )"(u

,!u

) (x

, x

, xJ )
DI uJ (x)*KuJ (x)
xJ 
for almost all x"(x

, x

, xJ )3SL, then we have the estimate
E(u)*c

logK.
(iv) ¹here is a constant c

'0, such that whenever u"(u

, u

, u

, uJ ): SlPSlL
l is of class C= and satis,es
(u

, u

) (!x

, x

, x

, xJ )"(!u

, u

) (x

, x

, x

, xJ )
(u

, u

) (x

, x

, x

, xJ )"(u

,!u

) (x

, x

, x

, xJ )
D

u

(x) *Ku(x) 
x


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D

u

(x) *Ku(x) 
x


DI uJ (x) *KuJ (x) 
xJ 
for almost all x"(x

, x

, x

, xJ )3SlLll, then we have the estimate
E(u)*c

logK.
(v) ¹here is a constant c

'0, such that whenever u"(u

, u

, u

, u

, uJ ): SlP
SlLl is of class C= and satis,es
(u

, u

) (x

, x

, x

, x

, xJ )"(!u

, u

) (x

, x

, x

, x

, xJ )
(u

, u

) (x

, x

, x

, x

, xJ )"(u

,!u

) (x

, x

, x

, x

, xJ )
D

u

(x) *K u(x) 
x


D

u

(x) *K u(x) 
x


D

u

(x) *K u(x) 
x


D

u

(x) *K u(x) 
x


DI uJ (x) *KuJ (x) 
xJ 
for almost all x"(x

, x

, x

, x

, xJ )3SlLll, then we have the
estimate
E(u)*c

logK.
Proof. For convenience, we always assume K1. We write
S l

:"(t

,2, tl)3Sl: tl*0,2 , tl*0.
The proofs of (i) and (iii) will be written in a slightly more complicated way than necessary, to make
the formulation of (ii), (iv) and (v) easier. A re"ned version of (i) (with a more complicated proof) can
be found in [6].
(i) For 3S and t"(t

, t

)3S

we de"ne

(t) :"(u

(t

, t

), uJ (t

, t

) )
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and get the estimate
E(u)*



D
(t)#K



(t)
t

t dHt dH
*



[D


(t) #K(1!


(t))]t

dHt dH. (3.4)
We recall 


(0, 1)"0. Now we have either 


(t) (

for all t with t

(K, then


K(1!


(t) ) t

dHt*c

K (3.5)
or 


(t) *

for some t with t

(K, in which case


D


(t) t

dHt*c

K. (3.6)
In either case, 2*cK, which we insert into Eq. (3.4) to prove (i).
(ii) For "(

, 

, I )3¹ :"SlSlS and t3S

we de"ne

(t) :"(u

(t



, t



, t

I ), u

(2) , uJ (2) ).
We then have
E(u)*1
2



D
(t) #K



(t)
t

#
(t)
t

#
(t)
t


(t

t

)lt

dHt dHl
*1
2 



D
(t) #K (1!
(t) )
(t

t

)lt

dHt dHl. (3.7)
For s3[

, 

] let


:"t3S

: t

"s, t

!t

)K.
The length of 

is bounded from below and above by a constant timesK. Therefore, the same
reasoning as in (i) (keeping in mind that 


(s, r, r)"0) implies



[D


(t) #K(1!


(t) )](t

t

)lt

dHt*c

K. (3.8)
We integrate this from s"

to s"

and prove (ii) by inserting the result into Eq. (3.7), where we
have to estimate the Jacobian of the s-integration by another constant.
(iii) For 3S and t3S

we de"ne

(t) :"(u

(t

, t

, t

), u

(2), uJ (2) ).
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As above, we have
E(u)*1
2





[D


(t) #K(1!


(t) )]t

dHtdH. (3.9)
Let


:"t3S

: t

#t

"r.
Since 

is of length 2r, and 


(!t

,!t

, t

)"!


(t

, t

, t

), we have


D


(t)  dHt* 2
r
max





() . (3.10)
We can integrate this for r3[0, 

], say. Using the coarea formula and estimating the Jacobian and
t

by a constant, we then obtain
2*c



1
r
max
3



() #Kr (1!max





() ) dr. (3.11)
Because of the symmetries, max



() "


(0, 0, 1) "0. For r3[0, 1] we de"ne
(r) :"max

max





() 
which is a nondecreasing function. For r*K we have Kr*1/r. Writing 
*
:"(K), we
therefore get
2*c



1
r
(r)#Kr (1!(r))dr
*c
(1!*) 


Krdr#
*


1
r
dr
*c

[(1!
*
) K#
*
logK]
*c

logK. (3.12)
Together with Eq. (3.9), this proves (iii).
(iv) For "(

, 

, I )3¹ :"SlSlS and t3S

we de"ne

(t) :"(u

(t

, t



, t



, t

I ), u

(2), u(2) , uJ (2) ).
We have
E(u)*1
2



[D


(t) #K (1!


(t) )] (t

t

)lt

dHt dHl. (3.13)
As in (iii), we can estimate energy on the piecewise smooth loops


:"t3S: tt"
s
2
!r , t

"s
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of length&r. For s3[

, 

], r3[0, 

], the symmetries of 


imply
 D
(t)  dHt*
c

r
max
 



() . (3.14)
Estimates of Jacobians and similar quantities are uniform w.r.t. s3[

, 

], and the r-integration can
be performed as in (iii) to prove 2*c

logK, and thereby (iv).
(v) For "(

, 

, 

, 

, I )3¹ :"SlSlSSS and t3S

we de"ne

(t) :"(u

(t



, t



, t



, t



, t

I ), u

(2), u(2) , u(2) , uJ (2) ).
As usual,
E(u)*1
2



[D


(t) #K(1!


(t) )]
(t

t

)l(t

t

)t

dHtdHl. (3.15)
The proof is quite similar to that of (iii) and (iv), starting with energy estimates on the loops

 
:"t3S

: t

#t

"2s

, t

#t

"2s

, t!(s

, s

, s

, s

, t

) "r
of the form
 D
(t) dHt*
c

r
max
 



()  (3.16)
for s

, s

3[

, 

], r3[0, 

]. 
4. Proof of part (i) of the theorem
We will restrict our discussion to the slightly more complicated case n"2m#1, m*2. For
n even also see the introduction where the group actions are explained.We denote real variables by
x

, complex ones by z

.
The group we will use to construct equivariant minimizers is G :"(S)(

). We assume that
its element (e,2 , e, , ) acts on S as
diag(e,2 , e, (!1)) diag
0

1

1

0



, 1

and on S as
diag((!1), e	, e	,2 , e	, (!1))
where k3 is odd. =

(S, S) is not empty, since it contains f

: SPS de"ned by
f

(z

,2 , z, x)
:"
z

!z


z

#z


,
z	

z	

z

	z

	(z

#z

)
,
z	

z

	
,2 ,
z	

z

	
, x
.
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Of course, f

is the join of a mapping SPS having Hopf invariant k and a mapping
SPS of degree k. It therefore represents k,1 (mod2) in 

(S):

.
We can identify the orbit space S/G with the subset
Q :"(z

,2, z, x)3S : z"Re z*0, x*0, z)zLS
via the quotient projection  :SPQ given by
(z

,2, z, x) :"(minz, z, maxz, z, z,2, z, x).
Analogously, S/G is identi"ed with
QI :"(x

, z

,2 , z, x)3S : z"Rez*0, x*0
via J : SPQI ,
J (x

, z

,2, z, x) :"(x, z,2 , z, x).
Each h3=

(S, S) is determined totally by its values on Q. More precisely, if h

is written as
h

"(

, 

,2 , , )
with complex-valued 

and real-valued 

, then we can reconstruct h by
h(z

,2 , z, x)"(z,2 , x),
z	

z	

z

	z

	


(z

,2 , x),
z	

z

	


(z

,2 , x),2 ,
z	

z

	


(z

,2 , x),
x

x




(z

,2 , x) (4.1)
if z

)z

. If z

'z

, we have to replace the "rst component in Eq. (4.1) by !

(z

,
z

, z

,2 , z, x) and all arguments of the ,  in the same way. Now we have
Lemma 4.1. ¹here is a weakly harmonic map f minimizing E in=

(S, S) satisfying f (Q)-QI . If
f is continuous, it is a smooth harmonic map representing the nontrivial element of 

(S).
Proof. Existence of a minimizer h follows from Theorem 2.1. Let h

be as above. f constructed from


, 

,2 , ,  instead of , ,2 , ,  as in Eq. (4.1) is in= (S, S). Clearly
E( f ) E(h), therefore f also minimizes E on=

(S, S), and f (Q)-QI . If f is continuous, it is
a smooth harmonic map because of Theorem 2.1. A homotopy between f": f

and f

then is given
by the family ( f

)
))
of maps f

constructed from
( f

)

:" (1!s)( f)#s( f)
(1!s)( f

)

#s( f

)


as in Eq. (4.1). 
Because of Lemma 4.1 the only thing still to be proved is the continuity of f. We will use
Theorem 2.4 to do this. Therefore, our next aim will be to determine D(S, G). We index the
factors of G as
G"(S)(

)": S

2S

Z

Z

.
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Then, for each I-1,2,m, we de"ne subgroups
H

:"

S

, H

:"H

Z

, H

:"H

Z

, H

:"H

Z

Z

of G. Since G is commutative and not far from acting e!ectively on S, almost all of these groups
appear as isotropy groupsG


for some x3S. The only exceptions come from the fact that if two
of the groups S

, S

, and Z

are subgroups of G


, so is the third. Therefore, we have the following
list of isotropy groups G


in (S, G):
 all H

with 1, 2JI,
 all H

with 1, 2JI,
 all H

with 1, 2-I or 1, 2IO,
 all H

with 1, 2-IO1,2 ,m or 1, 2I".
The corresponding slice representations are all of dimension m#I.
Now that we know D

, it is not di$cult to determine D(S, G), because the group actions on
the slices do not di!er too much from the original action of G.
Lemma 4.2. ;p to conjugation by orthogonal matrices, D(S, G) consists of the following repres-
entations:
(1) Dl

:"(l, H

), I)l)m, 1, 2JI,
(e,2 , eI)3H acting as
diag (e,2, eI, 1l).
(2) Dl

:"(l,H

), I#1)l)m, 1, 2JI,
(e,2 , eI, )3H acting as
diag (e,2, eI, (!1), 1l).
(3) Dl

:"(l,H

), I#1)l)m, 1, 2I",
(e,2, eI, )3H acting asdiag ((!1), e,2, eI, 1l).
(4) Dl

:"(l,H

), I)l)m, 1, 2-I,
(e,2, eI, )3H
acting as diag (e,2, eI, 1l) diag ( ), 1l).
(5) Dl

:"(l, H

), I#2)l)m, 1, 2I",
(e,2, eI, , )3H
acting as diag ((!1), e,2, eI, (!1), 1l).
(6) Dl

:"(l, H

), I#1)l)m, 1, 2-IO12m,
(e,2, eI , , )3H acting as
diag(e,2, eI, (!1), 1l) diag(( ), 1l).
In the following we will write J to denote any of the symbols I, I1, I2, I12, andJwill be the set of
all pairs (J, l) listed in Lemma 4.2.
For all (J, l)3J let Ql

-Sl be de"ned similar to Q, i.e. by a suitable combination of
conditions z

"Re z

*0, x

*0, z

)z

, such that Ql

can be identi"ed with the quotient
Sl/H

. Also we de"neQI

-S in a suitable way,QI

:S/H

, whereH

acts on S as subgroup
of G. Furthermore, by (S) we mean the set of all "xed points of H

in S.
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Lemma 4.3. ¹he map f is continuous if, for any (J, l)3J, all those H

-minimizing tangent maps are
constant which satisfy
u(Ql

)-QI

and
u)e,0 for all e3(S).
In particular, we need only consider such mappings for which l achieves the smallest admissible value
in ¸emma 4.2.
Proof. Let us "rst consider Dl

3D

(S, G). Because f is G-equivariant, it is su$cient to look at
G


-minimizing tangent maps at a point x3Q. For such a tangent map u, u(Ql

)-QI

follows
directly from f (Q)-QI , possibly after renumbering variables. For the same reason we have u

*0
for all i for which e

is "xed by H

. From this it follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [15] that
u is constant or u

,0 for all such i.
For Dl

3D

(S, G) we have the same proof, starting again with aH

I -minimizing tangent map
for some DlI
I
3D

(S, G) instead of f.
Finally, if l is larger than the minimum value in Lemma 4.2, there is some 3 (Sl), and we
have u()3 (S) for everyH

-minimizing tangent map u. As mentioned above, this implies that u is
constant, since u ) u ()I0. 
Lemma 4.4. If k is su.ciently large all H

-minimizing tangent maps occurring in ¸emma 4.3 are
constant.
Proof. In the following proof, let u always be aH

-minimizing tangent map, uN its restriction to the
unit sphere. The numbering of cases is as in Lemma 4.2.
(1) Every nonconstant u3=

(B0, S) has its image in an equator of S because of
Lemma 4.3. Also, we have the pointwise estimate DuN *k. These facts together contradict
Lemma 3.1 if k is large enough.
(2), (3) Again the image of u3=

(B0, S) is contained in an equator, and u ful"lls the
assumptions of Lemma 3.2(i) with K"k. Therefore E(uN ) becomes arbitrarily large if we choose
k large, which again contradicts Lemma 3.1.
(4)}(6) Here the situation is the same, with Lemma 3.2(i) replaced by (ii), (iii), and (iv), respect-
ively. 
Now Lemmas 4.1}4.4 imply that f is a smooth harmonic map representing the nontrivial
element of 

(S), which completes the proof of part (i) of the theorem.
5. The remaining parts of the theorem
For the parts (o) and (ii) of the theorem, the proofs are very similar to the one in the previous
section. We only give the group actions and some brief comments.
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(o) n2m1: G"(S), (e,2, e) acting on the domain S as
diag(e,2 , e)
and on the target S as
diag(e	

,2 , e	).
n2m: G"(S)

, (e,2 , e, ) acting on the domain S as
diag(e,2 , e, (!1))
and on the target S as
diag(e	

,2 , e	, (!1)).
In both cases we get a harmonic map representing k
2k3:(S) if k,2, k 1.
(ii) For n*5, the nontrivial element of 

(S) is represented by (an iterated suspension of ) the
join of the Hopf map h


with itself. The group actions to be used are as follows (k is assumed to be
a large odd number):
n2m1: G"(S)(

), (e,2, e, , ) acting on S as
diag(e,2 , e) diag
0

1

1

0



,
0

1

1

0



, 1

and on S as
diag((!1), (!1), e	, e	, e	,2 , e	).
There are representations (, H)3D(S, G) where H contains the e2e factors of G. To
discuss nonexistence of the corresponding minimizing tangent maps, we need Lemma 3.2 (v) in
addition to the arguments above.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 5.1. We cannot include (ii) for even n in our theorem. The reason for this is that G would
have a (

) factor. There can be no valid version of Lemma 4.2(i) and (iii) with 

(resp. (

))
replaced by (

). This is shown by the example of harmonic joins of the identity SPS with the
k-fold covering SPS which would ful"ll the assumptions of such a version. We would have
KPR as kPR, but the energy of all of these joins is bounded by a constant independent of k,
cf. [1]. 
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